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ABSTRACT
Our prototype automatic title generation system inspired by statistical machine-translation approaches [1] treats the document title like a translation of the document. Titles can be generated without extracting words from the document. A large corpus of documents with human-assigned titles is required for training title “translation” models. On an f1 evaluation score our approach outperformed another approach based on Bayesian probability estimates [7].
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THE APPROACH
Extraction summarizes is the most common approach to generate titles or short summaries of text data [3, 5]. The interesting phrases are usually determined through a variant of a TFIDF (Term Frequency by Inverse Document Frequency) word score for each document sentence. Highly interesting phrases are included in the headline summary. Our approach is non-extractive; a summary does not have to consist of phrase snippets taken from the document. For a statistical approach to summarization using naive Bayesian estimates instead of an Estimation/Maximization algorithm (EM), see Witbrock and Mittal [7].

The IBM machine translation approach, which inspired our title summarization work, uses a source-channel model: Given a French source language string \( f \), find the English target language text string \( e \) most likely to represent the translation that produced \( f \), i.e., find

\[
\text{Argmax}_e p(e|f) = \text{Argmax}_e p(f|e)p(e) \quad [\text{Bayes}]
\]

By analogy, our title generation system generates a title for a document by estimating

\[
\text{Argmax}_t p(\text{title}|\text{document}) = \text{Argmax}_t (\text{document}|\text{title})p(\text{title})
\]

[2] used an English language model to estimate the prior probabilities \( p(e) \). Similarly, to estimate \( p(\text{title}) \), we use a standard trigram language model to define a space of possible titles and their prior probabilities.

To estimate \( p(f|e) \) the IBM researchers developed statistical models of alignments, i.e. the various ways words or phrases in an English sentence might translate into corresponding words or phrases in a French sentence. We have emulated the simplest of IBM’s models, (Model 1 [2]), in order to estimate \( p(\text{document}|\text{title}) \). This model treats the title and document as a “bag of words”. For a given pair of words, one from the title vocabulary and one from the document vocabulary, this model simply estimates the probability that the document word appears in a document given that the title word appears in the corresponding title. Thus the model consists of a list of document-word/title-word pairs, with a probability assigned to each. For a pair to be in the list there must have been an actual document/title pair in the training corpus where the title word occurs in the title and the document word occurs in the document. The probabilities are estimated in multiple iterations using the EM algorithm. For details of this approach we refer the reader to the well-known paper from IBM [2], but we outline the essential steps here. The discussion uses the following key:

- \( e \) title word (English word)
- \( f \) doc word (French word)
- \( e \) title (English sentence)
- \( f \) document (French sentence)

1. Each word in the title maps to one or more words in the document for a given alignment. Each document word maps to 0 or 1 title words. If the former, the document word maps to a “null” title word.

2. All possible combinations of word correspondence between document and title are allowed and equally probable. The title and document lengths are independent: for document length \( m \), \( p(m|e) = \varepsilon \) some small constant for all \( m \).

3. For a given title and document, if \( l \) is the length of the title, there are \( (l+1)^m \) possible alignments. The probability of each alignment is then \((l+1)^{-m}\).

4. The model estimates a fixed “translation probability” \( t(fe) \) for each French/English (document/title) word pair.

5. Given a document and a title \( f \) and \( e \), it can be shown that

\[
P(f|e) = \varepsilon (l+1)^{-m} \prod_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{e=0}^{l} t(f_i|e_i)
\]

where \( f \) is the string of words \( f_1 f_2 ... f_m \) and \( e \) is the string of words \( e_0 e_1 ... e_l \), with \( e_0 \) the “null” word.
The (t(e)|s)’s are estimated using the EM algorithm. At each iteration, the re-estimation uses the formulas

\[
t_{new}(f|e) = \lambda_c^{i} \left( \sum_{s=1}^{5} c(f|e; f^{(s)}, e^{(s)}) \right) \tag{2}
\]

\[
c(f|e; f, e) = t(f|e) \left( \sum_{i=0}^{S} t(f|e; t) \right) \left[ \sum_{e} \left[ cnt(e, e) \right] \right] \tag{3}
\]

where \( f^{(1)}, e^{(1)}, f^{(2)}, e^{(2)}, \ldots, f^{(5)}, e^{(5)} \) are the document/title pairs in the training corpus, \( cnt(e, e) \) is the number of times \( e \) appears in \( e \), \( cnt(f, f) \) is the number of times \( f \) appears in \( f \), and \( \lambda_c \) is the normalization factor required to make \( t_{new} \) a probability distribution. Note that

\[
\lambda_c = \sum_{s=1}^{5} \sum_{i=1}^{S} c(f|e; f^{(s)}, e^{(s)}) \tag{4}
\]

The EM algorithm converges to a global maximum in this model. Thus the initial values for the \( t(f|e) \)’s can be set arbitrarily (as long as they are normalized and not 0).

**EXPERIMENTS**

To evaluate our title generation approach, we trained a word-pair model \( P(dw|tw) \) for 3 iterations using the approach outlined above on a corpus of 40000 transcripts of broadcast-news stories with human-assigned titles and also built a standard trigram language model, as \( P(title) \), from just the titles in the corpus.

Using a held-out test set of 100 news stories, we selected the top 50 title words from each document that maximized \( \sum_{new} P(dw|tw) \) where \( dw \) denotes a document word and \( tw \) likewise denotes a title word. Recall and precision were computed as the percentage of words in the original (manual) reference title compared to the automatically generated list of the top 50 candidate title words. \( f_1 \) was computed from these as \( f_1 = 2pr/(p + r) \).

EM at 3 iterations (precision 40%, recall 31.5%, \( f_1 .352 \)) compares favorably with a Bayesian approach [7] (precision 20.2%, recall 49%, \( f_1 .286 \)) as shown below.
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To create a linearized “English-like” title, a lattice was formed consisting of a regular set of 6 columns, each column being a copy of the top 50 list of title word candidates with corresponding probabilities. The lattice-rescoring from [6] is run with this lattice and the trigram language model for titles as input. The output of the lattice rescorer is taken as the finished title subject to a procedure to eliminate repeated words therefrom as in [7].

In the following sample results, the “Ref” title was human-generated in the corpus. “Extractive” is the title generated by Informedia [4] using TFIDF phrase extraction. The **Bayes** titles were generated using our implementation of [7]. Finally, titles generated through our **EM** approach are listed for comparison at the bottom.
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